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Questioning Kṛṣṇa’s
Kantianism
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It has been claimed that we are best off seeing Kṛṣṇa—at least as he is
depicted in his conversation with Arjuna in the Bhagavadgītā—as a sort of
deontologist, an extreme sort.1 As the prince Arjuna’s conﬁdante and advisor,
Kṛṣṇa insists that Arjuna enter into battle with his brothers, against their
half-brothers and teachers who have usurped the throne. Like Kant, Kṛṣṇa
speaks in terms of duties—duties whose claim on us cannot be over-ridden
by any other sort of consideration. I want to dispute this characterisation of
Kṛṣṇa, ﬁrstly, to contest the interpretation of the niṣkāma karma (desireless
action) principle on which the charge of deontology rests. But I want to
dispute it also, and more importantly, because I think Kṛṣṇa’s moral voice is
rather more rich and interesting than our classiﬁcations of “deontological”
and “consequentialist” (even broad consequentialist) allow.

I. NIṢKĀMA KARMA
The best case to be made in favor of Kṛṣṇa as a deontologist is his support
of the view famously articulated in that part of the Mahābhārata excised and
treated separately as the Bhagavadgītā. A considerable portion of the Gītā
dwells on the principle that one should not act with a view to the fruits
of one’s labors. “Work alone is your proper business, never the fruits: let
not your motive be the fruit of works ...” (II.47).2 Isolated from its epic
context, and developed as an independent view, this principle has indeed
acquired, as Amartya Sen writes, “great theological importance.”3
Is this view—niṣkāma karma, that perfect action is not done with a
view to the fruits—rightly regarded as “high deontology”? Even where
“deontology” need have nothing in particular to do with Kant’s arguments,
but has rather to do with a hostility to consequentialist thinking—“doing
one’s duty irrespective of consequences”4—I think the answer is “no.”
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In order to count as deontological, in the strongest sense, the niṣkāma
karma ideal would have to be interpreted as advising that we act (rightly)
when we act without any regard for what any of the consequences are. But
this is not, in fact, what Kṛṣṇa says.
In fact, Kṛṣṇa says, “... so unattached, should the wise man do, longing
to bring about the welfare [and coherence] of the world” (III.25).5 When
acting well, we should after all have an eye on some consequences—on
just the sort of impersonally considered, overall, sorts of consequences
familiar from classical consequentialism. The injunction to “act, longing
to bring bout the welfare of the world” is a strikingly utilitarian attitude.
There is some way that it would be good for the world to be, and good
action is that which arises out of a desire to make the world better than it
is. Kṛṣṇa, however, does not quite say that this end-state is what I should
look to when considering whether an action is right or wrong, good or
bad. In fact, as we shall see more closely later on, Kṛṣṇa’s view as the
Gītā develops is disturbingly free from any useful or practical advice for
distinguishing right acts from wrong, disturbing especially when what is
at stake is whether or not to wage war on one’s power-hungry brethren.
But however we are to discern right from wrong action, it is at least clear
that Kṛṣṇa’s endorsement of niṣkāma karma does not rest on a rejection of
all consequences as informing the rightness or wrongness of an act. His
point is rather that I must act, if I am to act well, without concern for
whether the consequences beneﬁt me. “Hold pleasure and pain, proﬁt and
loss, victory and defeat to be the same” (II.38). I must not look to whether
I get some proﬁt from the act. I should not, when considering how to act,
be looking for rewards—“Be without personal aspirations or concern for
possessions, and ﬁght unconcernedly” (III.30).
Now this looks deontological inasmuch as Kant, for example,
argued vehemently that acting for the sake of reward—for the sake of
mere happiness—destroys the moral worth of an act. Personal gain as a
motivation extinguishes whatever was especially “morally” good in the
action. One might think this Kantian view of the fragility (and exclusivity)
of moral worth implausibly hard. For if I return the wallet in order to get
the reward, it still seems something good was done, and I did the right
thing, even if it was a less than perfect act; and if that greengrocer prices
his goods fairly because he knows that he can only retain customers if he
builds their trust, there is something good—even morally, not merely
instrumentally good, or pleasant—in his fair pricing policy.
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But when Kṛṣṇa advocates acting without a view to rewards, he does
not seem to be endorsing something even so strong as the hard-hearted
view outlined above, that there is no worth in action done for the sake of
reward.6 This will be partly because “worth” is not divided between moral
and non-moral: If an action is to retain any worth, it will be also moral
worth, or it will be as much distinctively “moral” worth as the fully perfect
action. But the niṣkāma karma view remains deontological in its emphasis on
the importance of motivation. A selﬁshly motivated act may be a somewhat
good one, or the partially right thing to do; but non-selﬁsh motivation
invariably issues in better action. “The act as such is far inferior to the
application of singleness of purpose to it” (II.49). Right motivation alone
always improves the quality of an act; but whether or not a motivation is
right is determined in part by which sorts of consequences one looks to
in deciding what to do.
There might be two reasons one might invoke to support this claim
that right motivation always improves the quality of an act. Non-selﬁsh
motivation might issue invariably in better action because there is some
special, intrinsic goodness to non-selﬁsh motivations.7 All non-selﬁshly
motivated action includes the fact that there has been some non-selﬁsh
motivation going on, and this is good in itself. Or, one might think that
non-selﬁsh motivation invariably issues in better action because it is
only freedom from interest in reward that helps one to see clearly what
is in fact to be done—what one’s duties in fact are and/or what overall
state-of-affairs would be preferred. I think the latter is a preferable way
of reading the niṣkāma karma doctrine, and shall have more to say about
this later. It would put Kṛṣṇa, and the principle of niṣkāma karma, neither
in the deontological nor the consequentialist camp. If we are looking for
post-Enlightenment bedfellows, the principle of non-selﬁsh action taken
on its own bears more similarity to impersonalist doctrines of all sorts
than it bears to deontology in particular.8 If fact, I think this resemblance
is also illusory, and perhaps more misleading than helpful, if we are to see
what is philosophically engaging in the conversation between Kṛṣṇa and
Arjuna, in the early chapters of the Bhagavadgītā. But before considering
this, we should look at Arjuna’s arguments against going into battle.

II. ARJUNA’S NON-CONSEQUENTIALISM
There is something else wrong with the picture of Kṛṣṇa as the archdeontologist, oblivious to consequences, trying to persuade a consequence-
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sensitive Arjuna to ﬁght. While it is true that Kṛṣṇa recommends that
Arjuna ﬁght because it is his duty, Arjuna’s reluctance to ﬁght is equally
based on a sense of duty. In fact, he is eager to clarify that it is not
consequences that he has in mind when he considers whether the war is
right: “I do not long for victory,” he says, “nor for the kingdom nor yet
for things of pleasure” (I.32), “I do not want to kill them, though they
be killers, Madhusūdana, even for the sovereignty of the three worlds, let
alone earth!” (I.35)—all of these being the best possible consequences that
could come from war, from Arjuna’s point of view. He is duty-bound—in
fact, everyone is duty-bound—not to wage war on their teachers, elders,
and brethren. “For, Kṛṣṇa, were we to lay low our own folk, how could we
be happy? And even if, bereft of sense by greed, they cannot see that to
ruin a family is wickedness and to break one’s word a crime, how should
we not be wise enough to shun this evil thing, for we clearly see that
to ruin a family is wickedness” (I.37–39). Arjuna is not just expressing
a preference, reluctant to face up to a rather unpleasant but (morally)
necessary task—giving an honest opinion of an elderly aunt’s hideous hat,
or telling the axe-wielding psychopath at the door where to ﬁnd the kids.
Arjuna counters Kṛṣṇa’s claim that it is his duty to ﬁght with the counterclaim that it is equally, or more, his duty not to ﬁght. “We have no right to
kill the sons of Dhṛtarāṣṭra and their kin” (I.37).9 Arjuna appeals to very
general—universalisable—claims about what is to be done and not to be
done.10 It is not his duty in particular, but everyone’s duty to refrain from
waging war on one’s family and teachers. Waging war on one’s family is
not to be done—ever, by anyone. The point is cast in quite impersonal
terms at I.40 ff., concluding with Arjuna’s dismay that “we have resolved
to commit a great crime as we stand ready to kill family out of greed for
kingship and pleasures” (I.45). And a few lines later, Arjuna says, “Better
were it here on Earth to eat a beggar’s food than to slay [our] teachers”
(II.5).11 Finally, in an argument typically invoked against consequentialists,
Arjuna adds, “Besides, we do not know which is for us the better part,
whether that we should win the victory or that they should conquer us”
(II.6). Since both the actual consequences, and the relative value of various
consequences is not something we can judge in advance (or perhaps at all),
we must, in deciding what to do, stick to certain principles.
If we still thought Kṛṣṇa was a deontologist, it might look now as
if we’ve got two arch-Kantians on our hands, locked in dispute over just
which maxim, in this particular instance, can in fact be willed universally
without contradiction. Such disputes can certainly arise, even in the
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Kantian moral world in which only the possible can be morally necessary;
Kant’s description—or rather re-description—of moral dilemmas as the
conﬂict between a “ground” for action (Ross’s “prima facia duties”) and
an actual reason (determining a moral duty) would make such a dispute,
in certain circumstances, likely.12 Sometimes, some thing has all the look
of a moral duty, but it is not one. And it is natural to suppose that disputes
would in such cases arise—what else could be the point of exercising
public reason?
Yet if we consider further the progression of the discussion between
Arjuna and Kṛṣṇa, we have reason to doubt whether this is a battle between
two deontologists over what is morally required, reasons that go beyond
our interpretation of the niṣkāma karma principle.

III. DIVINE COMMAND—A CAVEAT, AND
RESTATEMENT OF THE PUZZLE
In describing “Kṛṣṇa’s view” in the Mahābhārata, and particularly in the
Bhagavadgītā, I shall be considering primarily the ﬁrst few chapters of the
discussion between Kṛṣṇa and Arjuna—I shall be considering, that is,
those chapters in which there is something resembling a discussion. In
so doing, I will be setting aside several chapters in which something with
perhaps more right to be called “Kṛṣṇa’s view” is developed. In order to
explain why, I shall summarize the remainder of the Gītā, as it relates to
the pressing question: Should Arjuna do battle against his wicked kin?
Kṛṣṇa’s ﬁrst attempt to give Arjuna a reason to ﬁght relies on the
immortality and unparalleled value of the soul. The soul is eternal, and it
alone has value—therefore, we should not fear killing someone, since after
all we do his immortal soul no harm. “The wise are not sorry for either the
living or the dead. Never was there a time when I did not exist, or you, or
these kings, nor shall any of us cease to exist hereafter” (II.11–12). Arjuna is
rightly dissatisﬁed with this response to the problem. For even if it makes
it the case that killing one’s kin, or anyone else, does not annihilate them,
neither is it a strong argument in favor of such a course of action. Arjuna
notes that if the soul generally is supremely valuable, then far from giving
reason to ﬁght, Kṛṣṇa has given Arjuna reason to devote himself to the life
of the mind. “If you think that the soul is loftier than the acts,” he asks,
“then why do you command me to do a cruel deed?” (III.1)
Kṛṣṇa responds by introducing the principle of niṣkāma karma. And
he grounds the value of detached action (at least in part) in the fact that
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this is the sort of action God engages in. “In the three worlds there is
nothing that I need do,” says Kṛṣṇa, “nor anything unattained that I need
to gain, yet action [is the element] in which I move” (III.22). And further,
Kṛṣṇa argues that while He has done the work of establishing the order of
the universe (especially the social order), “I am the doer, [the agent]” and
yet “[I am] the Changeless One who does not do [or act]. Actions never
affect Me. I have no yearning for their fruits ... Knowing this the ancients
too did act, though seeking release: so do you act as the ancients did in
the days of old” (IV.13–15). The argument seems to put together two
common ideas: (1) God is self-sufﬁcient, and not in want of anything;13
and (2) to make ourselves as like God as possible is to make ourselves as
good as possible.14 In Kṛṣṇa’s view, since God acts without wanting to get
anything out of it, so too should human beings act. This desireless acting
is presented by Kṛṣṇa as a devotional act. The appropriate attitude to take
into deciding how to act is a devotional rather than an acquisitive one.
Thus action is taken in the spirit of a sacriﬁce (IV.24–33).
But this, so far, is a purely procedural consideration—it indicates a
rule for how to do what we do, not for what to do. Again, Arjuna notices
that this does not adequately address the question; it gives him no more
reason to ﬁght than not to ﬁght. Thus in Chapter VIII, he is still asking,
“What is that which appertains to self? What, O best of men, are the
works? What is that called which appertains to contingent beings? What
is that which appertains to the divine?” (VIII.1). Kṛṣṇa’s advice seems to
be, “Whatever you do, do it out of devotion to God, and not for personal
proﬁt.” But as far as that goes, it seems perfectly compatible with Arjuna
dropping his weapons, and walking away from the ﬁght—not in order to
save his own life, nor in order to avoid killing his kin, but simply in the
spirit of devotion. We might say, for example, that Arjuna is renouncing the
battle-ﬁeld glory, sacriﬁcing it to Brahman, and thus his action—walking
away from the battle—is a pure and good one. Procedural constraints
alone, where these are explained in terms of maintaining a certain mindset, cannot decide which of two actions ought to be done (devotionally).
I do not mean to dismiss the claim that devotion as a virtue should
have on us. But it does not answer Arjuna’s question, and at least for a
spell, Arjuna realises this, and presses the point. We still need to know
what works or deeds it is that God requires or recommends we do out
of devotion to Him—unless He is equally happy with whatever we do,
so long as we do it disinterestedly (in which case Arjuna would have no
reason in particular to ﬁght).
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This line of thought is precisely the one that Kṛṣṇa follows in the
Bhagavadgītā. For ultimately, the reason he gives Arjuna to ﬁght is that He,
Kṛṣṇa, is God—and He says, “Fight.” This, of course, does give Arjuna a
good reason to ﬁght. When God truly shows Himself, and says, “Do X,”
then we are rightly overwhelmed as Arjuna is, by awe and humility and
devotion (XI.14, 34), and see incontrovertibly that X is to be done—for
that is what God commands. “Here I stand with no more doubts. I shall
do as you say” (XVIII.73). Such a reason needs no further explanation,
for a genuine divine command is pretty much the best reason there can
be for an action, given the nature of God.15
But taking Kṛṣṇa as a character within a dialogue trying to determine
what is right, and why, we are still left with a mystery on our hands. For
divine command merely tells us what Arjuna ought to do, and why he is
motivated to do it. But we still do not have an argument for why Arjuna
should ﬁght. Why, we still wonder, is Kṛṣṇa so determined that Arjuna
should ﬁght? Kṛṣṇa presumably knows that, whatever the outcome of
the battle, it will involve near-universal devastation on all sides. After all,
Arjuna’s suggestion is not the cowardly one that he alone should skive
off, save his own skin but leave the others to the dirty business of killing
and dying. He wants rather that his side of the war as a whole should give
up their just claim to the kingdom, thereby averting mass destruction
of many innocent and worthy lives (I.31–39). Is Kṛṣṇa’s rejection of this
suggestion simply wilful and wanton—He wants to see a good ﬁght, and
a good ﬁght He will see?—or beyond our understanding? Perhaps it has
not given us to peer into the mind of God, or to understand what makes
something good and right, or bad and wrong.
While this may ultimately be the best interpretation of the Gītā
available to us, Kṛṣṇa does, at ﬁrst, try to give Arjuna arguments, and
reasons. And, in fact, even after Arjuna has seen and accepted Kṛṣṇa’s
divinity, his dissatisfaction merely returns in a different form: Granted
that we are to do what is commanded by God, how, Arjuna asks, do we
reliably distinguish what is divine, or divinely commanded, from what is
not? Thus after seeing Kṛṣṇa’s divine form, but before agreeing that his
duty is to ﬁght, Arjuna asks, “How may I know you, yogin, in my constant
meditations? In what various modes of being may I meditate on you, my
lord?” (X.17). Looking at the many reasons Kṛṣṇa tries to give for pressing
Arjuna to battle, we ﬁnd a less capricious sort of explanation for why it is
good and right that Arjuna lead his brothers into battle. For Arjuna, this
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will play itself out in the various ways in which “meditation on the self”
can inform one of the right course of action.

IV. KṚṢṆA’S PARTICULARISM—SVADHARMA
For all that certain modes of expression sound superﬁcially like an
impersonal universalism, both Arjuna and Kṛṣṇa acknowledge as morally
relevant aspects of the situation that could only have extremely narrow
application. Thus the reasons given will sometimes be reasons personal
to Arjuna. Thus if we look at the terms in which Kṛṣṇa casts his appeal
to duty (dharma), they are not usually of the “Kantian,” universalisable
kind, nor are all of them even loosely deontological (universal), or general
principles or obligations. On the contrary, in svadharma (“one’s own duty,”
or “one’s personal duty”) there is a notion of duty at work irreconcilable
with a Kantian sort of duty.
Kṛṣṇa levels a whole battery of arguments against Arjuna’s unwillingness
to ﬁght. Some of these can be implied from the name-calling that is
supposed to humiliate Arjuna into going into battle. For example, “Do
not act like a eunuch, Pārtha, it does not become you! Rid yourself of this
vulgar weakness of heart, stand up, enemy-burner!” (II.3) It is not ﬁtting
for Arjuna to act “unmanly”; perhaps it would be suitable for someone who
was genuinely weak, ill-prepared, or accustomed to other sorts of tasks to
back out of the battle. But none of these is true of Arjuna. Hesitation now,
in the ﬁnal hour, is speciﬁcally a “cowardice unseemly to the noble” (II.2).16
The ﬁnal name Kṛṣṇa applies to Arjuna evokes the sort of quality that is
properly his—“enemy-burner.” Naturally, in the context of epic verse, it
is common for persons to be addressed by a multitude of names, many of
them descriptive. But the choice of that description here emphasizes that
it is of Arjuna’s character not to leave his enemies standing; and that it is
unseemly for such a person as Arjuna is to walk away from the battle. In
Arjuna’s case, to walk away now would be to play the eunuch—to act the
role of someone he is not.
Recalling Arjuna to himself, as grounds for entering into the fray,
does not just take the form of appealing to his particular personality,
however. While Kṛṣṇa argues that killing is irrelevant, for the killed are
not destroyed, he directs his argument speciﬁcally to Arjuna as having a
certain place in society. Arjuna is the generic “strong-armed prince” (II.26).
Twice, he is appealed to speciﬁcally as the “son of Kuntī” (“Kaunteya,” II.15,
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II.38), and twice as Pārtha, the son of Pṛthā (another of Kuntī’s names,17
II.21, II.42). As Kṛṣṇa moves from this argument into the niṣkāma karma
doctrine, via an argument about the importance of “singleness of purpose”
(II.41), Arjuna becomes the “scion of Kuru” (II.42), or literally “bull of
the Kuru (clan/family/race).”18 Again, the claim is not that it is somehow
extraordinary that Kṛṣṇa should call Arjuna by his patronymic, or in this
case metronymic; rather that just these epithets are used here in order to
recall to Arjuna his social situatedness—he has certain relations within a
particular family, he is a son of just this woman and no other. This place
he holds within a certain family, and particularly as the son of just this
woman, has a claim on him. It is as the son of Kuntī that Arjuna should “rise
up, resolved upon battle” (II.37). It is as the great hope for the honour of
the Kuru race, as the bull of the Kurus, that he should be unhesitatingly
resolved to act. In the same 35 couplets, before the “desireless action”
doctrine is introduced (II.11–46), Kṛṣṇa three times addresses Arjuna as
“Bhārata,” identifying him as a descendant of the universal monarch who
gave his name to the people arrayed on both sides of the battle lines, thus
calling attention to another aspect of Arjuna’s social identity (II.15, II.18,
II.28), and perhaps recalling to him the expectations and mores peculiar
to his people.
These epithets are ﬁnally accompanied by an explicit appeal to the
values of his station. For Arjuna is a prince of the warrior class. And for
him, it would be a great evil to live in shame, although it may not be a
great evil for another sort of person: “for one who has been honored,
dishonor is worse than death,” says Kṛṣṇa (II.34). “There is nothing more
salutary for a kṣatriya than a lawful war. It is an open door to heaven”
(II.31–32). It is appropriate to recall that Arjuna’s objection to ﬁghting
was that it must be unlawful to kill one’s kin, even if they have wronged
you, humiliated you, dispossessed and tried to assassinate you. By insisting
that the battle now with the offending kinsmen is a lawful one, Kṛṣṇa
implicitly recalls their offences. In arguing for war, Kṛṣṇa is arguing also
that these offences committed against Arjuna and his brothers require
punishment by Arjuna.
Especially humiliating to Arjuna is the thought that, if he turns away
from the battle now, people will not only say that he is a coward: his “illwishers will spread many unspeakable tales about [him], condemning [his]
skill—and what is more miserable than that?” (II.36) Arjuna is the star pupil
of the foremost archer of his time; his bow, Gāṇḍīva, is a gift from the Gods
in honor to Arjuna’s skill. From such renown and accomplishment, to be
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reduced to cowardly and incompetent in the mouths of men is insufferable.
Moreover, in bringing these thoughts forward, Kṛṣṇa asserts that it is
not wrong to take such “personal” considerations into account. It would
mean something for Arjuna to turn away from battle, that it would not
mean for an ordinary foot-soldier to do the same. And this difference in
meaning must be taken into account as one of the real factors determining
the rightness of a course of action. Thus one of the reasons why Arjuna
should ﬁght is that he has, through no choice of his own, the stature to
act as an example to others. “For it was by acting alone that Janaka and
others achieved success, so you too must act while only looking to what
holds together the world. People do whatever the superior man does:
people follow what he sets up as the standard” (III.20–21).
These questions of station, of reputation and skill, of family, amount
to “one’s own law”—svadharma. They ground the duty or duties binding
upon Arjuna in particular. He is not the exclusive author of his own law;
the social order into which he was born, the place he was born into, the
endowments with which he came to it, and even his personal history
(where this refers only very partially to his own choices), wrote a “law”
just for him. It is in virtue of these that he has a fate, or destiny, which
is appropriate to him, and not merely the workings of a capricious but
inexorable necessity.19 It is to his own, his proper, duty or law (svadharma)
that Arjuna ought to look (II.31), and it is svadharma which he betrays in
refusing to ﬁght (II.33).20 It may be that to act contrary to duty involves
an irremediable loss of self, of integrity or dignity. Or it may be that it is
just plain wrong. It is not entirely clear from the arguments Kṛṣṇa gives;
he suggests the latter rather than the former when he says of action
motivated by self-interest: “From this interest grows desire, from desire
anger; from anger rises delusion, from delusion loss of memory, from loss
of memory the death of the spirit, and from the death of the spirit one
perishes” (II.62–62).
I do not think it an accident that these frequent reminders of Arjuna’s
social, and particular familial relations should so immediately precede the
introduction of the argument for desireless action, nor that the resolution
of the dilemma should lead directly into the considerations of the nature
of the self for which the Bhagavadgītā is best known. I had suggested earlier
(sec. I, p. 84) that there are two different ways we might understand the
“improving” power of right motivation. Right motivation might just be
a good in itself; or it might be something through which, and in virtue
of which, we are able to properly assess our overall situation, and discern
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which relations, obligations, and potential consequences ought to weigh
with us, and to what extent. Naturally, right motivation could be improving
for both reasons, and the emphasis Kṛṣṇa puts on the devotional quality
of action without a view to reward suggests the former rather more than
the latter. But the appeal to family and position immediately preceding
the introduction of desireless action returns explicitly, when it is realized
that acting with a certain motivation, or quality of heart, cannot on its
own determine which course of action one should (devotionally) embark
upon.
Thus after the explication of desireless action, and of the ultimate
immortality of all beings, Arjuna still wonders what words and deeds are
right. “What does one whose insight is ﬁrm say? How does he sit? How
does he walk?” (II.54). Even was he to master the principle of acting
devotionally, rather than for one’s own happiness, Arjuna still would need to
know whether he should kill his kin “desirelessly” or walk, without desire,
away from the battleﬁeld. Proper motivation, as thus far understood, is
not enough. In Kṛṣṇa’s own words: The wise man “has no reason at all to
do anything or not to do anything” (III.18?). If, however, we couple the
principle of acting without desire for reward with the injunction to attend
to the self, Arjuna begins to get an answer to his question (III.1: “Why
urge me to this fearful action?”). For although ultimately, the self which
he should recognize is the eternal self which can be a part of the divine, for
practical purposes, the immortal self of Arjuna is embodied and embedded
in social life in a particular way. And it is looking to this complex self, or
the self as it is implicated here and now, that Arjuna should consider the
question of whether to enter the battle. “Even the man of knowledge,”
as contrasted with the man of action (III.3), “behaves according to his
nature” (III.33). While the life of the mind may lead to correct insight
and action, so too may the vita activa; and, although Kṛṣṇa does not say
this explicitly, presumably what Arjuna is supposed to know about himself,
when he comes to consider the question, is that he was born and bred for
the active life. All of Kṛṣṇa’s epithets and arguments up to this point have
been reminding Arjuna of this. Active engagement with worldly concerns
belongs to him properly, while other types of worthwhile life do not. And
it is for this reason that he wo uld be doing wrong to walk away from the
battle in meditative absorption. Kṛṣṇa again appeals to Arjuna’s particular
obligations: “It is more salutary to carry out your own law poorly than
another’s law well; it is better to die in your own law than to prosper in
another’s” (III.35).
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It is appreciation of a situation as a whole, with judgement unclouded
by desire for proﬁt (III.37–43), which provides one with the ability to discern
what is the required action, here and now, from less worthy alternatives.
Regarding a situation without concern for personal gain will allow one to
see it clearly, and will resolve doubt (V.25). “The knower of brahman who
stands upon brahman is steady of spirit and harbors no delusions” (V.20).
This perspective is attained by those who “have tamed their thinking
and know themselves” (V.26). And while knowing oneself will of course
involve knowing oneself as related to God, it will also involve knowing
oneself as related to one’s fellows, and as related to the whole order of
creation (XI.1).

V. DESTINY & INTEGRITY
A closer consideration of the reasons Kṛṣṇa gives in the ﬁrst part of the Gītā
thus suggests that it is because Arjuna is just the person he is, with just the
particular family, social status and history that he has, that it has become
Arjuna’s duty to ﬁght. To be sure, Kṛṣṇa is not arguing in terms of what
will please Arjuna or make him, or anyone else, happy—in this sense, his
argument is no more consequentialist than it is Kantian. Rather, Kṛṣṇa
seems to think that duties are generated in idiosyncratic ways, depending
upon the particular relations in which individuals stand to one another, and
depending upon the irreducibly particular past which shapes a person and
a situation into the individual he, she or it is. When Kṛṣṇa enjoins Arjuna
to “look to your own law (svadharma)” (II.31), he resembles nothing so
much as a moral particularist.
This is in keeping with what B. K. Matilal has said in defense of Kṛṣṇa’s
“deviousness” throughout the Mahābhārata.21 Kṛṣṇa is not unprincipled, if by
that one means unscrupulous or wanton. He has a keenly developed sense
of what is to be done—it is uncompromising, he feels himself bound by it,
and difﬁcult though it may be to articulate in advance, the constraints on
what is and is not to be done are fully captured neither in consequentialist,
nor in deontological terms. Justice must be done, and that means that
oaths must be kept and the greedy punished; honest Yudhiṣṭira must lie,
thus betraying himself in order to save his brothers and kingdom, just as
he had betrayed his brothers and wife through gambling them and their
kingdom away. And Arjuna, foremost archer, bearer of Gāṇḍīva, embracer
of battle and of role,22 must ﬁght.
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Thus the sort of particularism I attribute to Kṛṣṇa—and to Arjuna
insofar as he is responsive to the arguments Kṛṣṇa gives, rather than merely
to the fact that it is god giving them—is as distinct from “hard case”
particularism as it is from “Sartrean particularism.” On the one hand, one
might make the weak claim that there are some cases of moral judgement
for which there is, and can be, no universal rule.23 There are hard cases, and
these hard cases show us that morality is not always a matter of universally
applicable principles, but is sometimes one of personal judgement. As I
have been describing it, all judgements about what is to be done should,
according to Kṛṣṇa, be made with a view to “one’s own law.”
But this should not be confused with the view that morality is merely a
matter of personal judgement—with heavy weight on the word “personal.”
The extreme of this line of thought is frequently taken to be Sartre, who
seems to claim that decisions generally are at once constructive of and
expressive of who we are as persons—and that is pretty much all there is
to be said on the matter of rightness and wrongness.24 The only standards
of success and failure applicable are those used for evaluating the degree
to which we “stand behind” our decision, fully and sincerely endorse what
we do and therefore who we are, without self-deceit.
This is not quite the kind of personhood that Kṛṣṇa’s particularism
implies or is interested in. The person who is the locus of individually
tailored obligations is not primarily something one constructs through
one’s actions, but something constructed socially, historically, and to a
certain extent “objectively.” One is born a prince, or one is not, and certain
things follow or not accordingly. One’s elder brother is a scrupulously
honest compulsive gambler (not an ideal combination) or not, and one’s
teacher has or has not attempted to assassinate and defraud one of one’s
kingdom. Finally, this prince of a great kingdom has seen his wife publicly
humiliated by one’s cousins, or he has not. But if he has, and if his exile
has been endorsed by the archery teacher of whom he was the star pupil,
and if he twice followed his brother in an attempt to regain the throne,
if he learned avidly and excelled all others in the skills appropriate to a
warrior, ... and so on, then certain things are his duty that a deontologist
could never have imagined in advance. Out of the immense weight of the
detail of who one is, a destiny arises—the obligation to respond to and
enact the future ﬁtting for such a past, the behavior and characteristics
integral to and beﬁtting who one has become. This might resemble,
if anything, the Stoic view of individual duty being determined by our
four personae—our rational nature, our natural endowments, the careers
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we have chosen, and the positions we occupy by chance.25 But it should
be clear that the grounds which generate obligations, and determine
virtues, should not be restricted to “roles”; Arjuna’s kṣ
k atriya
i persona is
iya
only one aspect of the situation which determines that his path lies in
the battle ahead, and it is an aspect still not sufﬁciently well-described
to be fully determining. This, I suggest, is how we should understand
the force of Kṛṣṇa’s appeal to svadharma, as opposed to, say kuladharma
(duty peculiar to the family) or varṇāśramadharma (duty peculiar to class).
The fact that Arjuna has consistently taken on, or embodied in a speciﬁc
way, what it means to be a warrior, through his own choices and actions,
ﬁgures in making it meaningful that Arjuna ﬁght this battle, in a way it is
not necessarily meaningful for the “generic” kṣ
k atriya
i . Moreover, the way
iya
Arjuna has been treated (what has been done to him) and the expectations
others have of him also play a role in determining whether it is his duty
to ﬁght here and now.
Thus, when hermit Utaṇka criticises Kṛṣṇa for failing to avert
the war, Kṛṣṇa explains that it was out of his hands. “It is impossible,”
he says, “to transgress destiny (diṣṭam) by either intelligence or might”
(MBh. 14.LII.16).26 Utaṇka is beside himself with outrage at this excuse:
“Since, though able, Kṛṣṇa, you did not rescue those foremost ones of
Kuru’s race ... I shall, without doubt, curse you! Since you did not forcibly
compel them to forebear ... I shall, ﬁlled with wrath, denounce a curse on
you” (MBh. 14.LII.20–21). Before revealing his divine identity, and that it
would be therefore very imprudent for Utaṇka to lay a curse on him, Kṛṣṇa
apologizes for having been unable to avert the war (MBh. 14.LII.23). Since
we see Kṛṣṇa in the Gītā bending over backwards to persuade Arjuna to enter
the fray, we might be tempted to see Kṛṣṇa’s appeal to fate and his apologies
after the fact as disingenuous. But if destiny is something constructed
socially, through the combination of one’s actions and characteristic with
the values and social system, as well as the character and acts of others
(Yudhiṣṭhira’s gambling; Duryodhana’s mercilessness; Droṇa’s disrespect
for moral teaching), then once the characters have declared themselves, within
the context in which their actions take one very speciﬁc signiﬁcance, the
die is cast. As Kṛṣṇa explains it, “When I live in the order of the Nāgas,
I then act as a Nāga, and when I live in the order of the Yakshas or that
of Rākshasas, I act after the manner of that order. Born now in the order
of humanity, I must act as a human being. I begged them (the Kauravas)
piteously. But stupeﬁed as they were and deprived of their senses, they
refused to accept my words. I frightened them, ﬁlled with wrath, referring
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to some great danger. But once more I showed them my usual (human)
form. Possessed as they were of unrighteousness, and enveloped by their
proper time,27 all of them have been righteously slain in battle, and have
without doubt gone to Heaven” (MBh. 14.LIII.18–21). There are modes
and manners appropriate to each form of life, and persons within that
form of life are constrained by these. They draw the most general circle
around what can and ought to be done. Here, Kṛṣṇa speciﬁcally attributes
the inevitability of the war to the obstinancy of the Kauravas. There must
be many such reasons, culminating indirectly in the duty of Arjuna to ﬁght.
Even Kṛṣṇa cannot make the meaning of the lives of each of the persons
involved something other than what all the characters and social elements
of all jointly combine to make it.
Although the obligations falling to Arjuna are speciﬁc to him, they
are none the less obligations for that. And although they are his duty in
virtue of his past, his circumstances, his station and relations to others,
including his skilfulness in arms, they are not in any way necessarily his
personal wishes. What it becomes his duty to do in virtue of who he is,
is not at all what he would choose to be his duty, and not at all what he
would want to do, or can even fully comprehend as right and justiﬁed, so
long as he thinks in absolute terms, without reference to things that are
true of him in particular and no one else. It is his objectively constructed
identity, including his current circumstances, together with his past choices
(e.g., to try in the ﬁrst place to regain for his elder brother the throne
that was rightfully his) which compels certain things to be his duties, and
ultimately his destiny. And thus he needs persuading to begin the war
that marks the beginning of the end of the Mahābhārata; and thus when
Kṛṣṇa persuades him, he does so by reference to “duties” and “law”—not
to ends, but also not to impersonal principles, or maxims.
Kṛṣṇa’s argument relies on an appeal to who Arjuna is. His insistence
is that Arjuna act according to his character, as well as with understanding
of how he ﬁts into an overall structure of a well-ordered universe. It is, in a
sense, an appeal to Arjuna’s integrity. But it is in maintaining his integrity
that Arjuna will participate in a war of ghastly destruction. Should we
say then that the lesson of the Mahābhārata, and of the Bhagavadgītā in
particular, is that sometimes one ought to act out of character? Perhaps
integrity is not so important after all, and Kṛṣṇa is positively wicked in his
exhortation of Arjuna to act according to his values, and according to the
expectations that are on him (III.29).28
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But integrity will not be so easily dismissed, and I think to focus on
the rightness or wrongness of Kṛṣṇa’s action here distracts from this larger
point to be got from the Gīt
ī ā; and similarly to focus merely on whether
īt
Arjuna should in fact (in some impersonal sense) ﬁght, distracts from
at least one lesson we might take from his relation to the action of the
Mahābhārata. Implicit in Kṛṣṇa’s motivations for urging Arjuna to ﬁght,
and slightly more explicit in the reasons he gives Arjuna, is a recognition
of the central role of integrity in ethical thinking. Without integrity as a
virtue—a fundamental virtue—any moral code, and any world based on
such a moral code, will fall apart. For this reason, it may even be more
correct to regard integrity as the precondition of any virtue, rather than as
a virtue in its own right to be ﬁtted in among others. Full integrity requires
in this case a thorough-going commitment to the virtues and values of the
heroic code of the warrior. Unless Arjuna and his brothers, and his kin on
the opposing side, follow through completely in their endorsement of, and
adherence to, this heroic code, we will not get a critique of that code, and
we will be tempted to mis-locate the problem. If Arjuna had walked away
from the battle, more people would have survived—some of them wicked,
some of them innocent, and some of them heroic according to the values
and expectations embedded in the social world of the Mahābhārata. And
had he walked away, we might criticize his act as weak or cowardly; we
might praise the act as wise and self-sacriﬁcing. The act of Arjuna walking
away would be the focus of a debate of whether what he did was ignoble
or a noble foregoing of his own glory. But we would not be forced to
question whether the glory itself is a good that Arjuna sacriﬁced; we would
not be forced to question whether the whole code that demands, or would
demand, wholesale slaughter in order to be fully lived, is itself the culprit.
In apportioning praise and blame within the Mahābhārata, and within the
schema of values it represents, each side of the bloody war comes off as
well—and as badly—as the other. But only because of this, and because
the extreme bloodiness of the battle is a necessary consequence of the heroic
code, a battle that becomes necessary within the values according to which
each of the characters has conducted his life, and within the moral–social
climate which prevails—only because the devastation is the inevitable
consequence of the demands of dharma as understood by all concerned,
can the story as a whole operate as a critique of the whole system of values.
Because Arjuna lives, and so many die, adhering to the demands implied
by a certain moral climate and order can his story itself stand as a critique
of that moral climate.
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